
GETTING STARTED WITH YOUR  
TIME TIMER® VISUAL SCHEDULER 
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Congratulations on the purchase of your new  
Time Timer® Visual Scheduler. We hope that it  
helps you make every moment count!

Make Every Moment Count.®

INSTALL 2 AA BATTERIES
The battery compartment is located  
on the back of the Time Timer® Original 8". 
Simply pull down from the top of the  
battery compartment to insert batteries.

PLACE CLIPS AND ACTIVITY CARDS
Gently slide the clips into the inner 
opening until they snap in place. Clips 
should slide freely around lip to indicate 
time blocks. Choose activities from the 
provided activity cards, or use your own. 
Slide the activity cards under the clips. 

CHOOSE YOUR SOUND PREFERENCE
The timer itself is quiet—no distracting 
ticking sound—but you can choose whether 
or not to have an alert sound when time is 
complete. Simply use the red on/off switch on 
the back of the timer to control audio alerts.

PLACE TIMER IN ACCESSORY
Slide timer into slot on back of Visual Scheduler 

accessory and gently push forward to lock in 

place. (Fits all Time Timer Original 8” Timers)
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WRITE ON DRY ERASE BOARD
The dry erase surface and included dry 
erase marker allow endless possibilities 
for your visual schedule. Dry erase marker, 
clips, and activity cards can be stored in 
caddy on back when not in use.

SET YOUR TIMER
Use the center knob to turn the red disk 
counter-clockwise until you reach your 
chosen amount of time. Immediately, 
your new timer will begin to countdown, 
and a quick glance will reveal the time  
left thanks to the brightly colored disk.  

BATTERY RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend using high-quality, name-brand alkaline 
batteries to ensure accurate timing. You may use rechargeable 
batteries with Time Timer®, but they may deplete more quickly 
than traditional batteries. If you do not plan to use your Time 
Timer® for an extended period of time (several weeks or more), 
please remove the batteries to avoid corrosion. 

PRODUCT CARE
Our timers are manufactured to be as durable as possible, 
but like many clocks and timers, they have a quartz crystal 
inside. This mechanism makes our products quiet, accurate 
and easy to use, but it also makes them sensitive to being 
dropped or thrown. Please use with care.  
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